Serious Startups' Entrepreneurial Event Garners Attention of TN Entrepreneurs

Tech startup event draws entrepreneurs from across Tennessee.

(PRWEB) October 21, 2013 -- Serious Startups, a Nashville, Tennessee based tech startup company hosted its inaugural pitch event October 9th-14th. Originally scheduled for October 10th-12th, the event began early and was extended to accommodate the overwhelming response from entrepreneurs throughout Tennessee. Apps streamlining workplace productivity, problem solving apps, and social sharing apps were among those pitched during the event. The apps selected from the event will be announced by the end of October.

“We were very impressed with not only the caliber of ideas brought to the table, but the preparedness of the entrepreneurs responsible for these ideas,” states John Maddox, Founder of Serious Startups. “This event was an illustration of why we exist, especially when a potentially game changing idea walked through our office doors,” Maddox adds.

Serious Startups was founded in 2013 by John Maddox and is comprised of a group of tech industry veterans with decades of combined experience. The tech startup company specializes in bridging the gap from seed stage to large-scale capital investment, building out entrepreneurs’ ideas in exchange for equity position. Covering all aspects of a tech startup process, Serious Startups prides itself in handling all facets of the process and executing all tasks in house, exercising time management while ensuring quality control. To learn more about this unique approach to tech startup, please visit www.seriousstartups.com or call 615.429.1986.
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